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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 

eligible to be called for physical efficiency test  for selection to the post of  WOMEN POLICE 

CONSTABLE(ARMED POLICE BATTALION)(KAPIV) NCA MUSLIM - Kasaragod  (Category No. 291/2015 ) 

in POLICE on RS.10480-18300 on the basis of the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 05/12/2015.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 

indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test.  

:

:

0471-2447201

Trivandrum

HEAD OFFICE, TRIVANDRUM

51/16/ERVII

Main List

100577 100749 101974 105724 106157 107446

108379 108826 108956 109387 109675 116415

118108 119452 119687 120186 120471 120582

120747 121417 121441 121466 121482 121515

121655 121780 121881 121882 121902 122028

122067 122311 122365 122389 122444 122498

122765 123098 123158 123164 123321 123375

123418 123501 123531 123575 123636 123819

123907 123970 124009 124050 124076 124330

124510 124520 124524 124532 124616 124868

125151 125291 125498 125670 125903 125942

125948 126100 126853 126961

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of  

application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the short list does not confer any right on 

the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks in 

the OMR Test.  

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 35.67 (Thirty five (point) six seven ) marks and above are 

included in the Main List of the short list and the requisite marks have been lowered to the extent necessary 

in respect of the Supplementary list.



2 WOMEN POLICE CONSTABLE(ARMED POLICE BATTALION)

(KAPIV) NCA MUSLIM

  Kasaragod 

Office of the

Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer 

scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the 

Ranked List to be published for the post. 

Note :- (6)  Candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in this list who are required to produce  

Non – Creamy Layer Certificate as per G.O (P) No: 81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26.09.2009 shall produce the 

same along with the other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 05/12/2015 will be issued to those 

candidates who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  

Candidates whose Register Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : 

ERVII(3)1161/16/EW DTD 27/02/2016.

                   (By order of the Commission)

Head Office,Trivandrum SECRETARY

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Note:- (4)  A physical Measurement and physical Efficiency Test will be conducted for the candidates 

included in the Short List published for the post. Date, Time and venue of Physical Efficiency test will be 

intimated to candidates shortly through their profile telephone message, electronics and print media. 

Candidates should download their admission tickets for the above test from the official web site 

www.keralapsc.gov.in of kpsc and should appear in person with their original documents.

SAJU GEORGE


